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editorial
Castrating

The
Constitution
For several months there has been
a general feeling within student
government that the present ASUNM
constitution badly needs revision, if
not complete rewriting.
So when Debbie Bruns actually
undertook that rather monumental
job, some of the changes people had
suggested were included.
The new constitution included
such things as an executive and a
legislative vice president. The
executive vice president would have
been a presidential assistant,
responsible, with the president, for
all executive agencies.
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If The

The legislative vice president
we suckers walk by at a rate of one
would have been the president of
per
minute.
Senate - and a general coordinator
I smiled secretly to myself,
of Senate activities. Lord knows one
because
I was on to their trick. Then
is needed.
a
young
tie-dyed brother approached
A cabinet was also included in the
me with a sad tale about his friend
proposed constitution. Housing,
who
had been arrested and could I
cultural activities and
spare some change for his bail. Well,
communications were areas under
By
PAT
McARDLE
of course I could. It took me four
the jurisdiction of cabinet members.
"Friend,
can
you
spare
a
dime?
a
handouts to realize that babies were
The cabinet had to be ratified by
of
your
quarter?
could
I
have
a
bite
out
and bail was in. Everyone who
Senate, thus forming a checks and
candy
bar?
how
about
sharing
your
came
up to me in the next three
balances system. That would have
lunch
with
me?"
weeks was collecting bail for a
been an adequate safeguard to
friend.
Sound
familiar
(from
a
total
prevent one arm of the government
stranger)? Just walk across the mall
After the bail fad came the month
from becoming too strong.
and
through
the
Union
any
day
from
of
people who were trying to make it
11 committees were left up to the
9
a.m.
to
10
p.m.,
and
I'll
guarantee
to
Los Angeles or Chicago. I only
Senate to define, but the Union
that
at
least
one
of
the
bedraggled
believed that one once, although I
Program Directorate, Programming
looking
street
people
that
inhabit
the
heard
it 11 times. I realize that there
Committee, NSA and the impotent
you
and
try
to
Union
will
approach
are some ligitimate claims, .but how
Rallv Committee were excluded
can you tell them from the fakes?
from the proposed constitution. talk you out of all your spare
It's so easy to fill a pack with dirty
Draft counseling and a public change, food, etc.
Now
when
it comes to loving my
laundry, roll up a sleeping bag, park
relations committee were included.
neighbor,
I'm
all
for
it;
but
when
yourself
in the Union for a few hours
But Friday Senate apparently
every
freak
within
begging
distance
on the pretext that you're trying to
didn't want to move too soon to
get somewhere, and walk out with
incorporate the proposed changes. suddenly becomes my neighbor, and
$10 or $20 per day. That, my
So they castrated the proposed every neighbor is hitting me up for
friends, comes to between $200 and
constitution so that it now looks like money - every single day, I find
$400 a month, which is quite a
a carbon copy of the old myself seriously reexamining the
concept
of
brotherly
love.
constitution.
bundle if you're on welfare and food
stamps as welL
When I came to UNM this fall
Senate took out the dual vice
It has been reported that at the
presidency. Too radical, we suppose. after a two-year absence, I met my
end of a long hard day, our campus
The cabinet was also knocked out. first panhandler in front of Popejoy
panhandlers report to the Union
Too powerful, despite the checks Hall. Actually, there were two of
information desk, their pockets
and balances. Senate did see fit to them, · a young girl holding a
brimming with "spare" coins which
exclude the Union Program runny-nosed infant. Now I ask you,
could
anyone
without
a
heart
of
they
exchange for $5, $10 and $20
Directorate, but then nobody has
cast-iron
refuse
to
give
those
two
a
bills so they won't have so much to
been able to figure out just exactly
carry. Poor babies, I'd hate to think
what the position was supposed to small handout? I couldn't, so I gave
them a quarter.
accomplish anyway.
of them carrying that heavy money
all the way to the bank.
Three more times in three days I
Despite recognized inadequacies in
the present constitution, Senate did gave money to people holding babies
little except re-ratify the existing until I noticed that they were
document. They might as well have everywhere. All the panhandlers had
borrowed babies, waited until their
left bad enough alone.
noses started running, then rushed to
Sarah Laidlaw strategic positions on campus where

Shoe Fits

Appropriation Cut· No Money /or Fire Safety

UNM will receive a legislative
appropriation of about $20.3
million for the 1971·7 2 fiscal
year, a cut of $3.5 million from
the original administration
request, and a cut of about
$50 0,000 from the Board of
Educational Finance (BEF)
recommendation.
Much of the funding cut came
in the current general fund, which
was reduced by about three
percent. Some new programs
proposed by UNM were not
funded. In addition, the
I egislature did not appropriate
funds for fire safety
improvements.
Final appropriation figures
were agreed on the last Sunday of
the session in a joint House-Senate
finance committee compromise.
The House earlier refused to
accept Senate funding increases in
the original general appropriations
bill, forcing the legislature to

When was the last time you saw
the sprinklers on at UNM? A long
time ago, wasn't it...
A reliable source within the
Physical Plant says that all personnel
have been called off their regular
duties in order to hurry up the
completion of the all new athletic
administration building!
Physical Plant has been moving in
new equipment for the $25,000
weight training room.
I have walked the campus for the
last week, from Central to Roma,
from University to Girard, and all
the grass is dying.
The standard argument for "dying
grass" is the traffic load it has to
bear. Granted, this argument will
take some credit for wear and tear,
but one year ago the grass
surrounding anthropology, central
administration (Scholes Hall), the
English dept., Mitchell Hall, the art
dept., philosophy and behind
phi! o sophy at Central and
University, engineering, the
photography lab, the pharmacy
would go just for a laugh. But no one
building, the journalism building, in
seems to listen to anyone who dares
front of biology and chemistry,
criticize ethnic movements currently
P r e s i d e n t H e ad y ' s h o. m e ,
in vogue; no group would dare invite
Zimmerman library, the mall
anyone who speaks against the
planters- all these areas were lush
fasionable third world.
green but this year they're dead.
Saturday night, the Speaker's
Many areas are simply dirt covered
Committee sponsored Rabbi Elmer
with twigs of Bermuda in bone dry
Berger, a leading American
earth. Bone dry. It hasn't been
anti-Zionist spokesman, to discuss
watered in weeks.
the mid-East crisis. This point of
The man in charge of the Physical
view should have just as much access
plant has done enough to get fired,
to the press as any other, but a Jew
again. But he won't be- remember
who speaks against the Israeli
this is a university, a place filled with
position in the mid-East gets more
great ideas and piles of bullshit,
attention than for example, the
mountains of it.
NAACP position on the Black
So what do you do besides burn
By DEANNE STILLMAN
Panthers.
his own lawn? Turn on! Everyone
What would happen if the
Elmer Berger's opm1ons are
try to save whatever we can of the Speaker's Committee invited Step alluring; James Farmer's moderate
lawns. Turn on the sprinklers and Fetch It to speak on the black black views are not. Third world·
wherever you see a faucet, knob or revolutionary movement; or the militancy has become accepted;
hose. Bl'ing sprinkler turn-ons from Frito Bandito to discuss La Raza?
Jewish militancy has never been
home, carry it with you!
If they actually ever thought of accepted and probably never will.
Turn on the sprinklers to save sponsoring a speaker so outrageously Campus radicals and guilty white
offensive no one would want to hear liberals term moderate blacks "Uncle
UNM (grass).
Eric Nelson him anyway. Or maybe people Toms," but are more than willing to
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percent for non-residents and five
percent for residents.
The current general
appropriation of $16.9 million
funds the central administration,
instruction, the library and the
physical plant, including new staff
and salary adjustments.
Perovich said because of
funding cuts, the money will
probably be used fil-st to hire
additional faculty and to "give as
large an adjustment in salary for
academic and non-academic
personnel as possible."
"The library will be covered
with additional staff and salaries
but within this budget we will not
be able to expand library
facilities," Perovich said.
The legislature also failed to
appropriate funds for fire safety
improvements, including a request
for $225,000 to modify
Zimmerman Library to meet the
present fire safety code.
"Rep. John Mershon (D-Otero)

NEW

said New Mexico needs to find
'new sources of revenue.' I think
unless we get new sources, the
whole state's budget picture will
be critical.
The problem here is that the
state has been static where higher
education institutions have been
growing," Perovich said.
The legislature also passed a
one·time special appropriation for
a $1 million severance tax bond
issued to finance construction of a
new cancer research facility at the ·
UNM School of Medicine.
When the measure is signed,
about $5 million in cancer
institute and federal funds should
be made available to the project
on a matching basis.
However, the legislature killed a
measure which would have
established a school of dentistry
at UNM.
In addition, the legislature
passed in the last "¥'1ek of the

session a bill adding two student
ex·officio members to the BEF.
The students would be selected
from among the student body
presidents of New Mexico's six
colleges and each college would be
represented on the board at least
once every five years.
The legislature earlier killed a
measure which would have
created one board of regents for
all the state's colleges.
In other action relating to
UNM, the legislature approved a
$2 5, 0 0 0 appropriation to the
state attorney general to defend
former Gov. David F. Cargo, Adj.
Gen. John P. Jolly of the New
Mexico National Guard, State
Police Chief Martin Vigil and
national guard members named in
a suit filed as a result of guard
action on the UNM campus last
May. Six persons allegedly
stabbed by national guard
bayonets filed the suit last
summer.

MEXICO
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'Where Do You Want It?'

Tum On For Grass
To the Editor:

continue past the constitutional
deadline for adjournment until
passage of the appropriations
compromise.
Higher education received
about $45.2 million total.
The UNM current general fund
was cut by $531,072 but John
Perovich, vice president for
business and finance, call.ed the
figure "misleading" and estimated
actual funding loss will be
between $325,000 and $350,000.
"Some of the loss will be made
up by tuition increases, assuming
enrollment increases projections
remain the same," he said. In
addition, the legislature did not
increase gratis scholarships as
recommended by the BEF, so
expenditures in that area will not
increase.
The BEF recommended a 20
percent tuition increase over the
next two years, but the legislature
increased tuition at UNM 25

Elfish

fury Convicts Calley
Of My Lai Slaughter

FT. BENNING, Ga. (UPI)- Lt. Latimer vowed to appeal the case
William L. Calley Jr. was found "as high as possible - 90 grounds
guilty Monday of the (reasons) or so."
premeditated murder of at least
Calley's court-martial, which
22 Vietnamese civilians at My Lai, began Nov. 12, was the longest
and was led away to await military trial in U.S. history, and
sentencing- possibly to death.
it took the six-officer jury 13 days
Calley, his face flushed pink, to bring in a verdict. Four votes
snapped a weak salute when he were necessary for a conviction.
heard the verdict, but did not
The court-martial manual says
break down.
death or life imprisonment is
He was the first U.S. soldier mandatory for premeditated
convicted in the March 16, 1968 murder, but it also says there
massacre in which - according to must be a unanimous vote for
varying e.stimates- between ~02 deatJJ, Q.Zld tJu.J.t rJvc 0 £ tJu~ SiX
and 310 persons were slaughtered. officers must vote for a life
The 27 - year • old defendant .sentence.
admitted from the witness stand
Court will convene at 9 a.m.,
that he executed villagers, but said
Tuesday, with the jury absent, to
he did so on orders from his argue the sentencing procedure.
commanding officer.
The verdict hit Calley and his
Shown here from left to right are Salome Martinez, Mary
In addition to the 22 murders, attorneys like a sledge. Latimer
Canzaneri, and Ron Givens as they strike an elfish pose during Calley also was convicted of
rehearsals of "The Elves and the Shoemaker." Performances are assault with intent to murder a 2 - predicted that U.S. soldiers on the
field of battle will be less likely to
April 3·4, there will be five matinees.
year - old child. A witness obey, and another defense lawyer,
testified Calley shot at a child, but Richard B. Kay, added: "I just
couldn't be sure the bullets struck don't see how a military man can
the infant. For that reason the be guilty of premeditated murder
court reduced the murder charge in a combat situation."
to assault.
Military law calls for Calley's
Moments after the six-officer verdict to be reviewed at two
jury rendered its verdict, the levels before it automatically goes
was not expected for three to five
courtroom as the verdicts were judge's office was deluged with before the U.S. military court of
years, if ever. Appeals may take
read. It took court clerk Gene phone calls, many of them appeals. It could conceivably end
that long and there has not been
Darrow more than 29 minutes demanding to know why Calley up on President Nixon's desk,
an execution in California since
simply to read out the verdicts on was convicted.
since he is Commander- in ·
April 12, 1967.
the 27 separate counts.
Defense attorney George W. Chief.
A woman was last executed at
After the verdicts were read the
San Quentin prison in 1962.
jurors were polled individually
Judge Older announced that he
and eached replied in the
would formally pronounce
affirmative in strong voices when
sentence on April 19. He has the
asked if those were their verdicts.
authority to reduce
The jurors seven men and five
the punishment to life
women, had only the alternatives
imprisonment but it was
of death or life imprisonment
A Monday meeting between
considered highly unlikely he
after a trial that has lasted more Richard Lawrence, dean of in which Seidler's dismissal was
handled and disregard of student
would do so.
than nine and a half months.
education, and members of the interest in the matter.
As soon as the first death
They convicted all four of first Health, Physical Education and
verdict was read against Manson,
Feingold said that a group of
degree murder last Jan. 25 in the
Recreation G~aduate Student
Atkins shouted out: "You all have
killings of Tate, coffee heiress As~ociation capped a two -month 20 graduate students in the
judged yourselves."
department went to see Chester
Abigail Folger, men's hair stylist
The judge ordered her hauled Jay Sebring, Polish film miter old series of grievances over the Travelstead, vice president for
dismissal of department chairman
out and Krenwinkel shouted:
academic affairs, in early
Voityck Frykowski, high school Armond Seidler.
"You're removing yourself from student Steven Parent, grocery
February
with a petition signed
Ron Feingold, president of the
the face of the earth." Van
chain owner Leno Labianca and student group, said the meeting by "about 70 percent" of the
Houten shouted that "the whole his wife.
department graduate students.
with Lawrence explored ways in
system is to make money."
Four other women members of which physical education students
"Travelstead gave us the
"The jury was shocked and
the Manson "family" knelt on a could have some "input as to
impression he would consider our
outraged by the savagery in the street corner Monday with their
decisions made in the education petition and statements by
dead of night," Bugliosi, deputy
heads shaven bald as the jury college."
contacting Peter Maud who was
district attorney said.
deliberated. They threatened to
acting as
the group
Graduate
students
previously
More than 20 deputies and set fire to themselves if Manson
representative," said Feingold.
met
with
President
Ferrel
Heady
bailiffs stood guard in the locked got the death verdict.
"He never contacted any of us.
on March 19 and were told the
"Many of the graduate students
ad min is t r a t ion supports
feel the decision to dismiss Seidler
Lawrence's decision to dismiss
Seidler as chairman of the
was an under· the · table, political
decision made through the
physical education department.
UNM students and faculty conduct an evaluation of the
administration."
''Heady told us that the
who have suggestions for library procedures, i11cluding
decision was made and it was up
Feingold also said the group
improving Zimmerman Library book acquisition, cataloguing,
to Lamence," said Feingold.
was concerned that the charges or
are invited to an open hearing circulation and management.
Feingold said Heady
reasons for the Seidler dismissal
from noon to 1:30 p.m. il1 the
emphasized the right of a dean to
The committee would like
have not been made public.
geology building, room 122.
dismiss a department chait·man.
to have "the advice of faculty
"Lawrence hasn't let anyone
But Feingold added, "One of the know what the reasons are behind
and students on any specific
The informal meeting is areas that should he called to
problems here is the policy that
the situation and what the charges
sponsol'cd by the Library the atte11tion of the firm," said
department chairmen serve at the
were against Seidler.
Committee. A consultant firm Nick Vanderborgh, chairman
pleasure of a dean. I'm not sure
"A lot of people would like to
will soon be on campus to of the committee.
how valid a policy this is."
find out the reasons for Seidler's
Feingold also criticized the way dismissal," he said.

Manson, Girls Get Death Decree
Outbursts Disrupt Sentencing

listen to a Jew speak against Israeli
defense.
Berger said he didn't have any
solutions for the Mid East crisis, but
blamed the situation on Israel's
Zionism. He also knocked Israel's
nationalism, saying the ·state could
not and would not assimilate
foreigners, i.e. non-Jews.
Why is it so unnatural for a state
to defend itself against its enemies?
Why is Israel's defense termed
"Zionism?" What is so unnatural
about a 2 0-year old nation's
nationalism? Are there any Arab
states which immediately assimilate
foreigners, i.e. non-Arabs? Are there
any emerging nations anywhere
which aren't ethnocentric?
. I suggest everyone question the
motives of the press and other
g~ol\ps in making "Berger's point of
vww .more than adequately known.
And I suggest the press pay as much
attention to less popular facets of
other nationalistic movements; or
perhaps they aren't novel enough.

LOS ANGELES (UPI)- Death
in the gas chamber was decreed
for Charles Manson and all three
of his women followers Monday
for the murder of Sharon Tate
and six other persons in August
1969.
A mid dIe class, mainly
middle-aged jury brought in the
death verdicts for the 36·year·old
cult leader and Patricia
Krenwinkel, Susan Atkins and
Leslie Van Houten after
deliberating for 10 hours.
Manson was led from the
courtroom shouting at the judge
and the jury before the verdicts
were even read.
The minute the death penalty
against Manson was returned, the
three women defendants, also
began shouting and were dragged
bodily from the courtroom before
they even learned what their own
fate was to be.
Manson, looking like a little old
man with sunken eyes and a
stubble of hair on his head and
clad in a blue denim prison
uniform, called out to the jury:
"You have no authot"ity over
me. Half of you aren't as good as I
am to begin with."
After the 27 separate verdicts
of death were read, Superior
Court Judge Charles H. Older. told
the jurors that if it were within his
power he would give them the
medal of honor for service "above
and beyond the call of duty."
Older then took the rarely seen
step of leaving the bench and
approaching the jury box where
he shook hands with each of the
12 regular jurors and three
remaining alternate jurors.
Imposition of the death penalty

Tuesday, March 30, 1971

Seidler Dismissal Triggers
More Grievance Hearings

Library Hearing Set Today

I
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Special Olympics Set July

U Students Generally Head West /or Spring Vacations

Retarded Children Practice for Track, Field Meet
By TOM GLENNON
For the first time in New
Mexico th_e Special Olympics for
Retarded Children will be held
July 9-11- The Special Olympics
will be conducted as a regular
Olympics, beginning with an
opening day parade,
Events slated will be in track,
field, and swimming. These events
will be based on the national
program set by the Joseph P.
Kennedy, Jr. Foundation. Jack
O'Neil, co-chairman of the
Physical Education Department at
the U. of Albuq., is meet director.
J a cuel~m Aime Boaz, acting
program director and also
coordinator for the program,
stated "the Special Olympics will
become an annual affair. In future
meets the program will be
expanded to encompass many
additional sports."
Boaz said "the committee will
be holding clinics during this
month and April, for assistance in
the training program for these
mentally retarded children."
Kay Doss, assistant to Boaz in
the program said "the need for
special athletic competition for
the mentally retarded is well
established. The value of exercise
and games for these children
cannot be overemphasized."
"Their ability makes it
impossible for them to compete
on an equal basis in regular
programs. A series of failures in
various endeavors can cause the
retarded child to look at himself
as a failUl·e," she said.
"His first real success may
come in athletics. Here is an area
in which he can succeed and start
building a positive self-image; thus
he gains confidence and
self-mastery as well as physical
development," said Boaz.

3025 CENTRAL NE 255-4851

She concluded that the New
Mexico Special Olympics, "are
not just for the best performers.
Competition will be geared to
ability and age levels. This
appraoch thus de-emphasizes the
participation of only the most
skilled individuals."
"The purpose of the Special
Olympics is not only to provide
athletic competition fOl' the
men tally retarded, but to
stimulate the development of
physical activity programs for the
mentally retarded across the state
of New Mexico," said Boaz.
New Mexico has been divided
into seven districts. Initially, there
will be competition on the local
level and the winners will compete
in the Albuquerque state meet in
July.

(Editor's note: This is the first of a two
part series on where to go for spring break,
April 7-April15.)

With the help of local sponsors
and coaches, approximately 150
mentally retarded children will
arrive to compete in the city on
July 9. "Track, field and
swimming events will take place at
the University Stadium," said
Richard Johnson of the American
Red Cross and Executive Director
for the New Mexico Special
Olympics. This state project will
be modeled after the International
Olympics held in Chicago during
August of last year,
The Special Olympics program
is conducted by the center for
Leisure and Recreation at UNM.
The center, headed by E.A.
Scholer, is an agency of the
Institute for Social Research and
Development.
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U.S. House Begins Debate '
Today on Draft Extension
WASHINGTON (UPI)Debate over a proposed two-year
draft extension highlights
congressional activity this week as
both houses begin to wind down
in anticipation of an Easter
vacation starting April 7.
'The selective service debate,
scheduled to begin Tuesday, will
be preceded in the House by
consideration of a Senate
resolution on Monday that would
extend President Nixon's
authority to order wage, price and
rent controls to June 1.
The Senate has a burley
tobacco quota bill up for action
Monday and Democratic Leader
Mike Mansfied indicated there
would be little else in the way of
Senate floor business for the rest
of the week.
Both houses will begin Easter
vacations April 7, with the Senate
returning April 14 and the House
April19.
Draft debate will center on a
bill approved by the House Armed
Services Committee that would
extend the Military Service Act
from its June 30 expiration date
to June 30, 1973.
The bill would also authorize
military pay and allowance
increases totalling $2.7 billionthree times more than President

ilnuntuiu
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Nixon asked for- as an incentive
to attract a volunteer army and r·~.{":r:,;~~:;'_fi;l';:," •''= > ,,~,
permit congress to let the draft
'
expire.
The measure would also expand
non-military duty that a
conscientious objector must serve 11
from the present two years to
three years, give Nixon
discretionary authority to phase
out co !lege undergraduate
deferments and abolish divinity
school deferments.
But efforts are expected to be
made to reduce the draft law
extension to one year, permitting
Congress to consider the wisdom
of a further extension in 1972.
The wage, price and rent
Maria
control measure would give Nixon
authority that he said last year he
did not want but which he asked
for this year. The present
authority will expire at midnight
Wednesday and the Senate passed
a resolution extending it for 60
days.
Ceramics can prove to be a very
The Senate action was a interesting art, especially if it
stop-gap effort to continue the takes one to far away places. Such
authority long enough for it to ill the case of Maria Moya, a
consider a bill approved by the graduate student here at UNM,
House March 10 to extend the who has been recommended to
authority for one year, through study under Kenji Kato, a
March 31, 1972.
well-known Japanese potter.
Maria will be leaving this
September for Japan, where she
The KUNM Circuitbreakers are
plans to stay for at least a year or
protesting the height listing for
more. "It will take about that
Lobo Hamburger guard Roger long to grasp his. style and
[Rush) Ruvolo. KUNM Coach
technique," Maria says.
Andy Garmezy complains,
Kato is a potter from
"Saying Rog will be somewhere
Tajami·Gifu, Japan, who has
between '5 '11" and 8 mi. hi at instituted an apprenticeship
game time' just doesn't cut it."
program by which he will accept a
top-grade American student
ceramist
work with him or
LOOK SHARP! her for oneand
year.
In this one year, Kato will
teach many of his techniques and
actually transfer not only his
IN STYLES YOU CAN WEAR methods but some of the Japanese
FOR ANY OCCASION • • • culture over to his student. He
will be coming to America to
teach in the near future,
THE BIG FASHION
meanwhile he and Maria have
MOVE FOR MEN
been communicating through the
IS TO BOOTS,

Gerry
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Rock Lyrics Spur Only 'Impressionable' to Try Drugs
WASHINGTON (UPI)- John
E. Ingersoll, director of the
Bureau of Narcotics and
Dangerous Drugs, said Thursday
he doubts that popular songs with
lyrics glorifying the use of drugs
have contributed very much to
the sharp increase in drug abuse
among young people.
"It is too much to single out
songs as a causative factor," he
said in an interview. "It certainly
is not the> most important factor
in the drug problem."

Moya
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mail concerning their future plans.
Some of Maria's work may now
be seen at Hope's Place and San
Ysidro Plaza in Corrales. Work is
no stranger to Maria, she not only
sells her wares, but keeps up a
parttime job. This extra income
will help to pay her way to Japan
and her room and board while she
is there. Maria no longer does
commissions, however, because
she found it too limiting and
inflexible.
The young potter's work has
been shown at the International
Folk Art Museum's Hispanic
Cui tural Awareness Program
exhibition anc! she has also just
entered competition for the
Object Makers 1971 exhibition at
the University of Utah. In
Colorado she was represented at
the 1Oth annual "Own Your
Own'' show presented by
Southern Colorado State College.
Maria is particularly grateful to
Carl E. Paak, an art professor here
at UNM, who, she says, "guided
me through years of work in my
field and is responsible for most
of my teaching."

•ru~sday, March 30
Students Standards Committee;
Union, room 230; 3 p.m.
Drnma Department; Union south
ballroom; 6 p.m.
I•~inuncc Cornmittt~e~ Union, room
230;6 p.m.
Campus Crusade tor Christ: Union,
room 250D·E: 7 p.m.
Int:errobang; Union, room 231-D; 7

iI

II

I

p.m.

Kiva Club; American Studies Center;

7 p.m.

Lobo Christian Fellowship; Union,
room 250-C; 7:30p.m.
II1'Ct Union 1 room 253i 8 p.m.

Feel free to co~e to any or all three of these Lenten Qfferings

The world's only inland surfing facility is beginning its 1971 season
with a "LEARN TO SURF WEEK" from April 3-13. Imagine learning to
surf and still being 378 miles from the nearest ocean! Big Surf's trained
instructors will be giving FREE Group Surf Instructions daily. If your an
experf surfer, you'll find our waves to be just as challenging as the
ocean. If your not the surfing type, come anyway because there's always
the fun of body surfing, rafting and of course everybody enjoys ocean
swimming. Want to catch some good rays? There's no better place than
sunny Arizona and Big Surf. Our Polynesian atmosphere and warm
sun will make you feel like you are on a Southseas Holiday.
Bring your own surfboards and rafts or if you don't have one they
are always available at our Beach Rental Shop. If you want a break
from the beach, you will find our Surf, Swim and Leather Shops to have
just the item for you. You'll enjoy the tasty convenience of our Food
Service and find our Wipe Out Taverns to be very refreshing or just
sitting under our shade structures and watching can also be enjoyable.
For your entertainment there will be live music every afternoon from l
PM till 4 PM.
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The campus of Arizona State University can be seen from our
beaches so you can be assured there are many places nearby that can
give you an evening of entertainment after a Fun Day at Big Surf.
Scottsdale, which is renowned for its night life, is just minutes away and
downtown Phoenix is just 10 miles to the West.

EDNESDAY OF -ENT

Organ Recital 12:00~ 12:20 ·edwina Beard
12:30-12:40 Meditations by Fr. Tod
12:40-12:55 Eucharist

contents of any lyrics they play
over the air.
Ingersoll said the FCC did not
ask his opinion before issuing the
ruling.
The FCC order did not ban the
playing of any lyrics over the air,
but critics, including
Commissioners Nicholas Johnson,
the only dissenter to the FCC
action, have said the order is a
thinly veiled threat to
broadcasters that airing such songs
could lead to loss of their license.

,.

Calling U
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Ingersoll's bureau, primarily but the "very impressionable"
charged with enforcement of drug might be spurred to try drugs
Ia ws, is exploring the field of because of the songs they listen
prevention, particularly among to.
"those who have not yeL become
"We've had drinking songs
dependent or are not using drugs throughout all time," he noted
at all."
and added that no one ever
But he conceded candidly, "I'm suggested they led to alcoholism.
not sure," when asked what was
Drug oriented song lyrics were
the single most important factor put in the spotlight March 5 by a
in the increasing use of drugs controversial
Federal
among youths.
Communications Commission
But as for drug· oriented song (FCC) order that
told
lyrics, he said he doubted that any broadcastt>rs they mqst know the

Spring Vacation Is
Big Surf.
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dally evcl')l regulur week of the University yeur by the Donrd of Student

Without Drag
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U Grad Student To Study
Under Japanese Master

Dress Boots

$2.99

«~-:---~

By DEANNE STILLMAN
For some strange reason the pauper-like
status of the college student disappears
during vacations. Over 700 students crossed
the Mexican-American border heading south
during semester break and the Mexican
c~nsulate said he expects to be deluged again
wrth requests for travel cards and visas for
spring break.
Many students headed west in true
"man~fest destiny" tradition. Perhaps
Frederrck Jackson Turner best described the
West as an "escape valve," but that was over
a century ago when the frontier was not the
moon and was ripe for exploration and
individualism. Today it is much harder to
find an escape, though everyone still looks.
Just like everything else, the cost of
escaping is on the rise. Most students do not
have too much money to spend during the
year, it seems they are buying only what is
needed. The only escapes which most
students seem to afford are 10-speed bikes
and/or dope. But dope gets boring and bikes
don't get you too far, and school doesn't
usually lend itself to week-long vacations.
But in two weeks, a 7 -day escape will be
official-spring break arrives and with it a
chance to be free for a little while. For not

much money students can head for points
south or west.
Mexico is probably the cheapest place to
go for one week and still offers uncrowded
beaches. In an effort to keep them the way
they are, only several locations will be
described.
The first thing most students worry about
is crossing the border. Apparently this is a
legitimate concern.
To get across the border if over 18, all
you need is a tourist cru·d which may be
obtained at the Mexican consulate, 530
Jefferson Ct., N.E. But several students,
including myself, were told before semester
break that if you're under 21, you need a
notarized note from your parents saying it's
okay for their son or daughter to go to
Mexico for specified dates.
Anyway, the consul said a note is
necessary if under 18. It is advisable to bring
proof of American citizenship-birth
certificate, draft card or baptismal record.
(Does this mean Jews can bring a Bar
Mitzvah certificate?) For foreign nationals
there are different entry requirements.
Does a "hippie" appearance have anything
to do with getting or not getting across the
border? Consul: no. Several long-haired
students: yes. "Long hair is stylish-why
should we object?" the consul asked. "It's
only if they're dirty when they have trouble
getting in."

Canterbury Chapel

I

For additional information concerning travel, hotel or package arrangements please
write or phone: APACHE TRAVEL AGENCY 64 East Broadway Tempe, Arizona 85281

I

425 University N.E.
I

·NEW MEXICO, LOBO

I

il

Big Surf, Inc.
Tuesday, March 30,·1971

1500 N. Hyden Road, Tempe, Arizona 85281

(602) 947~2477
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Bride's Path to Altar Lined With Cash Registers
Dole: I think of making a pattern that is a unique image, not
a representation of something
in the outside world.
>
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By BARBARA MORGAN
They must have used the right
mouthwash, toothpaste,
deodorant and sinus congestion
tablet. American advertising had
told them they would marry upon

trying the right hygiene and
cosmetic products.
Sure enough they were there,
250 brides-to-be, their mothers
and friends attending the last
session of Albuquerque's Bridal
Fair Sunday night.
The fair, sponsored by KOAT
TV and local firms mostly
specializing in wedding
accoutrements, was a mixture of
commercialism, with a large dose
of schmaltz and a dash of good
advice for the young women
"about to go through the most
thrilling and wonderful moment
of their lives."
Bridal Fair, a nationally
franchised corporation, has come
to Albuquerque at the height of
the wedding industry's season. A
spokesman for Sears, Roebuck
and Co. said 60 percent of bridal
retail sales occur in the spring. He
would not say, however, how
much cash is tied up in the bridal
business.
UNM chapels are heavily
booked for weddings through
August. The UNM Alumni Chapel
is scheduled for 18 weddings so
far, and the Newman Center
chapel is booked for 29 weddings
from February until June,

Bridal shops also do a brisk
business in the spring. Lamar's,
which supplies gowns for brides
and their attendents, has a busy
season until September, said a
shop spokeswoman. "Business
builds up and hits a peak in June
and July."
To take care of the needs of
Albuquerque brides, from dresses
to flowers and from cakes to
caterers, the bridal business gears
up to meet the demand of many
young women for a spring
wedding. Bridal Fair is part of the
build up.
At The Fair
Attending "with one female
friend" as the mailed engraved
invitation had said, I came to the
Bridal Fair under false pretenses;
not as a dewey-eyed bride · to · be
but just as a reporter.
Upon entering the Fair, held at
Civic Auditorium, we brides • to be were given a plastic bag with a
Bridal Fair program, a KOAT
sticker for our cars, and a small
thick sheaf of entry forms for the
"Super Hope Chests" sponsored
by each business with a booth at
the Fair.
The idea was to get the young
ladies moving around by having

Unique Project Open to American Indians

Lithography

UNM Offers Pre-Law Program

Dettato

Lithography is an artistic process that utilizes the principle
that oil repels water and water repels oil.
At the Tamarind Institute, William Dole, artist - in residence, and Jim Bolton, guest artist, create original
lithographs through a process that is less than 200 years old.
Preparation of a lithograph begins when the artist evolves a
concept which he draws on a fine - grained stone. Dole uses a
zinc plate instead of the three-inch Bavarian limestone that
Bolton uses.
The drawing is done on the stone in a grease pencil or
crayon or grease · bearing brush depending on the tones,
shading and brush technique the artist wishes to use.
The stone is then processed and proofed. It is powered
with acid resisting rosin and French chalk so it will be ready
for a process that will make the surface cap_i!.Qle oJ accepting

A lithographic collage by
William Dole (top left) works
with basic rectangular and
square shapes and the linear
effect of print. Dole (right) is
shown working on another
collage. Jim Bolton (lower
right) is drawing his newest
lithograph on stone. This work
will later be transferred to
paper by using a hand press. A
Tamarind Insitutc craftsman is
shown (lower left) preparing
the press.

ink.

A mixture of nitric acid and gum arabic is applied and
dried down to a film which releases the fats of the drawing
materials into a chemical union with the stone. The fatty
areas of the stone will be rect Uve to the greasy printing ink
which is rejected by a fine fil __ of water Qn the non-printing
areas.
Just prior to printing, the stone is dampened and rolled
with ink. Special rag paper is used and laid between sheets of
newsprint and a plastic tympan cover in a hand press. The rag
paper and its covering are forced through the press under
pressure and the image on the stone transfers to the paper.
Dole and Bolton examine each print for registration,
clarity of impression, changes from print to print and any
other possible defects. Only those perfect prints are then
signed and numbered by the artist while the rest are
destroyed.
Lithographs have many advantages over etching and
woodcuts because of the range of manipulation, the limitless
effect of such materials as crayon, pencil and ink washes
1"
(tusche) and the ability to use color.
The Tamarind Institute, a professional center for training, ; ,
study and research of lithography, moved to the UNM ·
campus one year ago.

r-.....-···-~-~

The UNM School of Law is
accepting applications for its
uniquP, summer pre-law program
for American Indians.
It is an eight-week session in
which 35 students discover
whether they have the interest
and capacity for study of law.
U.S. Sen. Fred Harris
(Oklahoma) called this program,
the only one of its kind in the
nation, "one of the most exciting
and useful programs having to do
with American Indians that I have
come in contact with."
The Special Scholarship
Program in Law for American
Indians begins June 14 and ends
Aug. 6 this summer, the fifth year

Photos by Chuck Feil,
Page Design by
Aaron Howard

the session will be conducted.

Regular law school coUl'Ses, and
special courses designed to

Bolton: There is a special quality working
on stone ... each grain is alive with a kind of
luminescence ...

-• ...

II
~

pays single students $500 for
living expenses and married
students $800, with additional
allowances for children. Books
and tuition are furnished without
charge and a travel allowance also
is available.
For a cad ernie years, living
stipends based on need are paid,
up to $2400 for single students
and up to $4400 for married
students with three children, for
example. Allowances for each
dependent may not exceed $500.
Application forms and more
information arc available from
Vincent Knight, UNM School of
Law, 1117 Stanford NE.

• I•
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High Speed XEROX COPIE?-Bc-No Limit

..

247-4406

Reduction Work-Reduce from any size up to 14" by 18" down to 8~" " 1T f
Computer printouts, engineering drawings, accounting worksheets, organization,
l,arts, oversized periodicals and book•.

be eligible to enter law school

next fall.
The summer pre·law program

Jewish Students Conduct
Untraditional 'Shabbat-in'

''How can you see God if playing, Schachter instructed
you're zigging when he's participants to "stand up, close
zagging?" was the question posed your eyes and do whatever you
by Zalman Schachter, chassidic feel like doing- just dance or sing
rabbi, on Friday night at a or move around.''
"Shabbat·in" sponsored by the
The service also included the
Jewish Student Union.
singing of conventional Sabbath
In an effort to find the ''Jewish hymns to the tune of "Autumn
groovy," Schacter conducted the Leaves" and the "Battle Hymn of
traditional Friday night service in the Republic."
a most untraditional way. A tape
After the service and a dinner
of George Harrison's "Sweet held in the Union Desert Room,
Lord" initiated the celebration of Schachter spoke of the Sabbath as
the Sabbath. While the tape was "a time to remember, a time for
nostalgia," and told stories of
Lobo Hamburger guard Chuck traditional Friday night activities
(Dunker) Andrews is a doubtful in Eastern Europe and Spain.
Schachter also said he couldn't
starter in Saturday's big game
with KUNM 's Circuit breakers, understand why so many Jews
after injuring his knee on the rim were turning to Buddhism and
in practice, However, Coach Mark Bahai when "Judaism offers the
Sanchez states, "Andrews has a same spiritual fulfillment." He
lot of spirit-he'll be on that court proposed that Jews look into their
past for the answers they seek
if he has to crawl."
elsewhere.
"The old Chassidic stories are
Lobo Hamburger Coach Mark
Sanchez has issued a strong at least as good as the storeis
warning to . Coach Bob King to written by the Eastern holy men,"
"stay away from my boys!" King he said.
has reportedly been making
lucrative offers to several of the
LIGHTWEIGHT FOODS
Hamburgers in an attempt to lure
FOR
them to his squad. "The same
goes for that Wooden character,"
OUTDOORSMEN
Sanchez said when informed the
FREMONT'S FINE FOODS
UCLA coach planned a recruiting
shop here on his way back ft·om
CORONADO CENTER
the NCAA Championships.
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develop sldlJs, are taught. Those
selected to continue may enrolJ as
regular law students at UNM, or at
any other accredited law school in
which the student is accepted.
The UNM program has placed
Indian law students in nearly 60
different law schools throughout
the nation. During summers the
students are invited to work with
government agencies or law firms
having an interest in Indian
affairs.
Any American Indian with at
least three years of college work
completed may apply. Since most
Ia w schools require a college
degree for admission, only those
who have completed college wm

them deposit entry blanks at each featuring ''dreamy confections"
booth for the "Super Hope and "classic chapel trains,
Chest".
Venitian lace" and colors "good
The device worked well. The enough to eat." None of the
younger brides · to · be with their
bridal gown prices were
mothers and older brides · to · be announced.
with their girlfriends circulated
The grand finale of the show
around the room getting sales was a display of wedding fashions
pitches from all the businessmen for "The cathedral wedding we all
manning the booths.
wish we could have."
Birth Control and Bean Dip
It all ended after the fashion
Only one public service booth show. Winners of the hope chests
was represented. The Planned were posted in various booths.
Parenthood display had a ballot
Needless to say this reporter
box for the prizes like everyone didn't win anything, but I did
else but also contained booklets come home (like most of the
giving complete and extensive other ladies) with a bag full of
information on birth control.
pamphlets, brochures and
Other booths displayed coupons worth money if you
cosmetics, bridal photo albums, bought something at the
bean dip and potato chips and store ... the items of promotional
honeymoon spas,
material similar to those one
The commercial booths, unlike receives in the mail marked
the Planned Parenthood display, "occupant."
were staffed with public relations
and sales people who collared the
ladies and asked such questions as
Alb. PreSchool Co-op
"Have you made arrangements for
An
exciting environment for your pre~
a photographer?" and ''We can
school or kindergarten age child.
hand paint these adorable
Morning and Afternoon sessions.
mushroom wall placques to match
Now Enrolling for Sept,
your new home's color scheme."
898-0598
606 Candelaria NW
The booth with birth control
information was not staffed.
Fielding written questions from
the audience, a panel consisting of
TRADE THIS!
a clergyman, bridal consultant,
banker, photographer,
consmetologist, and interior
designer, answered while Rex
Munger, TV's channel 7
weatherman, emceed the session.
All of the panelists except the
doctor plugged his or her business.
All asked that the brides come to
them at their place of business for
6917 Lomas N .E.
"professional help." The
3400 Central !l.E.
clergyman was no exception. He
For Any 15¢ Drink
mentioned he was writing a book
on marriage.
With a 79¢ Arby's
A bridal fashion show followed

1'uesday, March 30, 1971

AND THE CULTURAL PROGRAM COMMITTEE

Proudly Present
the world Renowned

STUTTGART BACH
Chorus and Orchestra
(Company of 120)

MASS IN B MINOR
Monday, April 5-8:15 p.m.
Tickets: $6.50, 6.00, 5.50, 4.50, 3.50
All UNM Students, Faculty, and Staff

Y2

Price

Telephone 277-3121

Salukis Outslug Lobos
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Photo b)' DeaJllle S'tillman

Strike

Lobo pitcher Jim Kremmel fires one past the batter into the mitt
of catcher Jim Surber.
Kremmel pitched a good ballgame yesterday for six innings before
a Saluki rally nullified the Lobo lead and sent Kremmel to the
dugout.
Wendell Franke came in to relieve Kremmel but had no luck in
quelling the Saluki hitting attack.
Kremmel 's record dropped to 2·3 and the Lobos followed suit by
now posting 14·6 mark.
The Wolfpack will play again tomorrow against the University of
Tulsa.
Game time is at 3 p.m. at the Lobo field. The game will be the
first of a three game series.

By ROGER RUVOLO
Southern Illinois came to
AI b u querque expecting to see
their score look more like a
football score, and that's just how
it looked yesterday afternoon at
Lobo field as the Salukis defeated
the high scoring Lobos, 13-11.
The Lobos defeated Creighton
University last Friday, 27-5, and
earned a reputation as the
torrential bat wielding club. But
the Salukis invaded Albuquerque
and beat the Lobos at their own
game.
Starting Lobo pitcher Jim
Kremmel got off to a good start,
holding the Salukis scoreless after
the first inning and watching his
team jump to a 3-0 lead in their
half of the inning.
Kenny Johnson singled and
followup hitter Ron Adair drew a
walk. After Johnson had advanced
a base, Bob Faford, the team's
leading hitter at .540 scored
Johnson on a sacrifice fly. Larry
Minarsich, Lobo third baseman,
drew a walk, and after he and
Adair advanced a base, scored on
a single by freshman Billy Smith.
Southern Illinois matched
UNM's first inning run production
in the top of the second, and took
the lead in the third inning after a
runless New Mexico second, 5·3.
In the fourth, the Lobos got
things started when Kremmel got
to first on a walk. Back to back
singles by Johnson and Adair
loaded the bases. Then Faford
grounded to first baseman Danny
Thomas, and his peg to home
bounced off Saluki catcher Bob
Sedik 's facemask, scoring

Kremmel and Johnson, tying the
score.
The Salukis took the lead 8-5 in
the sixth on a two-run triple by
Jim DwYer and a double steal,
Lobo Coach Bob Leigh, a midwest
pro duct himself, then relieved
Kremmel with Wendell Fmnke
and the Salukis were eventually
deterred before scoring any more
runs.
The Lo bos retaliated in the
sixth with a two-run triple by
center fielder Rick Wicks, scoring
Johnson and Adair.
But the Salukis went ahead to
stay in the top of the seventh with
a three-run performance.
Leigh's forces failed to give up,
however, scoring one more run in
the seventh and three in their last
ditch ninth inning effort.
Armando Reyes opened the
ninth with a single, and was
followed by pinch hitter Tommy
McBee's standup triple to left.
Johnson matched McBee's
performance, scoring Johnson.
The victory upped Southern
II !in o is' record to 6-3, while
UNM's slate dropped to 14·7.
Kremmel gave up seven runs in
absorbing his third loss of the
season against two wins.
Linescor.e
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CAMPUS
BRKEF§
Sigma Alpha Iota
The Sigma Alpha Iota alumnae
chapter will present "Sigma Alpha
Iota and the American
Composer," March 30 at 8:15
p.m. in the Fine Arts Center
Recital Hall. Included are
"Divertimento" by Porte,
"Toccata for Piano" by Roy
Harris, and "Duo" by Sydeman.
The Chorus of the Alpha Sigma
Chapter will perform the finale
"Supplication" by Henry Cowell.

Meditation Interview
KNME TV, channel 5 will hold
an interview with David Fitch on
Transcendental Meditation, March
30 at 7 p.m. and March 31 at 2:15
p.m. Fitch is a teacher of
Transcendental' Meditation who
has studied in India with
Maharishi Mahesh Yogi.

Student Government

Candidates for ASUNM student
government offices may pick up
their petitions in the Union
starting March 31. Petitions must
be returned by April 7 at 5 p.m.

Indian Students
Stanford University "is seeking
Indian students to apply for its
law school, where a number of
scholarships for Indians are
available. Applicants must first
take the law school aptitude test
given nationally. The test will be
given April 17 at UNM. For
further information write:
Vincent Knight, American Indian
Law Program, UNM School of
Law, 1117 Stanford NE,
Stanford, Calif.

Graduate Art
Students Exhibition

Senior Lifesaving Course
A course in Senior Lifesaving is
offered by the local Red Cross
Chapter beginning April 13. The
class will be conducted at Sandia
Base Olympic Pool with Bill Black
instructing. Participants must be
at least 15 years old.
Pre-registration is required and
interested persons should call the
Red Cross, 265·8514, for more
information.

The Lobo and the athletic
department are involved in a hot
dispute over whether or not the
Hamburger squad will be held
responsible for the rims torn loose
from backboards during their
Saturday practice session.

CLASSIFIED
RATES: 7c per word, 20 word mini~
mum ($1.40) per time run. If nd is lo
run five or more consecutive days with
no chu.nge,s the rate is reduced to Gc
per word and the minimum number of
words lo 10.

Graduate Art Students
Association presents an exhibition
of contemporary painting,
graphics, ceramics, and jewelry.
The exhibition, running March 31
through April 21, is in the GASA
gallery located in the north
ballroom gallery of the student
union building. There will be a
reception March 31 at 8 p.m.

ADVERTISING
WHERE: J onrnalism Building. Room
205, afternoons preferably or mail.
Classified Advertising
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106

1)

PERSONALS

5)

N01' I~XAC'ri,Y THE SORT or work
your mother had in mind for you , •• sell
the HAHD Tll\mS. See Grnn t nt 115 13
Hat"Vard S.E. or cnll 255-9706. 5/3
DON'T FACE IT ALONE: AGORA,
trained student volunteers there 24
hours a day, every day. Northwcost
corner of Mesa Vista. 277-3013. 4/6
ALDUQUBRQUE SCUBA DIVERS meet.
inJ.!' Saturdny, April 3, 12:00 noon, Uospitality Room, Albuquerque National llnnlc
l!:nst~Centra!Drnneh (Wash. & Ccnt~al).
All inler('Stcd persons invited. Info. 2960620/7649, loave name, telephone. 4/l
NOTICE: ALL CLASSIFIED ADS must
be in by 3 p.m. to run the following day.

2)

Applications

LOST&FOUND

!lOOKS LOST: Reward $25. Anyone returning two annOt.ntcrl books: Russia
China nnd the West: Who Wants Disarmament-Barrett. lllcsa Vistn 2107,
phone 5233. Res. phone 296-7760, 4/5
l'LEASB RETURN IllY ENGAG!':MENT
ring. Hed opal itt o:rnn.te ring. Lest in
Union ladies room. Call 255-G5Hl, Generous rcwnrd. No qu~tions. 3/3:::0:___ _

for

3)

LOBO EDITOR

SERVICES

TUTORING FOR CHEJ\1 101, 102, Bio
101, Acct. 105. Hours arrnm~ed. Good
for tho~o on G. I. Illll. Hod 247-4889. 3/30
COI,L!CGE INN BAHlmUSHOP-Tueg.,
Thurs., Fri. Sat. R:30-6; Wed. 10 :30·6.
243-0003. 412

and

DON'T PUT l'r (ll"F! Be nn e-xperienced
swimmt'r thiR r.ummer. Privat<' I<'~~On!:i
in largo<•, heat<•d .indoor JIOot Qualified in~trurtor. HC'n:-;onal.Jl<' fe<>S. All ar:e...~ elitdblc-.
Cnll 344·3654 for details. _.:::.::::._
3/30

FOR SALE

1971 HONDA 350SL, S75 and take over
payments. 243-0995, nsk for Dave. 4/G
LEVI CORDS! Navy, black, burgundy,
beige, brown, g-reen, n.nd bone. All at
Lobo Men's Shop, 2120 Central S.E, 4/5
350 J'AWA (Czech.) MOTORCYCLE with
Bell-GOO-TX-helmet. S350 negotiable.
266·2837. 4/5

6)

3000 Nevada women and
Once again the GSA, ASUNM, children taken off welfare rolls in
the Draft and Military January will be returned to the
Information Service of rolls as soon as the state complies
Albuquerque will conduct a series with a ruling by a U.S. District
of programs on selective service Court.
law, practice and procedure. The
The state, however, will try to
course will be conducted at the take them off again immediately
School of Law April 5-9 from after hearings, said Nevada Gov.
7·9:30 p.m. The purpose of the Mike O'Callaghan.
course is to certify as many
The recipients were cut from
competent draft counselors as the welfare lists because they were
possible.
judged ineligible by the state. The
More information may be National Welfare Rights
obtained by calling 277-3803 or Organization (NWRO) challenged
277·2146 or by stopping by the this action on the basis that the
UNM Law School or GSA office state did not give fair hearings.
for registration forms.
The court ruled the state "ran
roughshod over the constitutional
rights of the eligible and ineligible
Nursing Refresher
A five-week refresher course for alike." The court did not rule on
registered nurses in New Mexico the eligibility of the recipients.
will be held at Bernalillo County The ruling judge said that
Medical Center (BCMC) April 19 question was not before the court.
Two weeks ago, speaking on
through May 21.
Participants will gain clinical KUNM, Bruce Thomas, from the
experience by working in the national office of the NWRO,
medical, surgical and intensive explained that the recipients had
care units of BCMC under hospital
Q. How can you tell an
staff supervision. Classes will be elephant has been in the
conducted by physicians and refrigerator?
nurses from BCMC and the UNM
A. By the tracks in the cottage
School of Medicine.
cheese.
To qualify for participation,
nurses must be registered in New
Mexico and be in good physical
health. There is a registration fee
of $25.

been cut because they held jobs to
supplement welfare payments that
are inadequate to feed their
children. He said, for example, a
family of four in Nevada may
recieve a maximum of $144 a
month, while the state says the
mini mum income necessary is
$475 for a family of four. NWRO
has staged several marches on the
welfare department in Las Vegas,
and plans two more to be held on
the "strip," for March 26 and 27.
Johnnie Tillmon, national
president of NWRO, will speak at
Model Cities in Albuquerque
Friday, 10 a.m.

FUN

lOc BEER
Every Tue. 5-6 PM

Pizza Slices 15¢
Dancing Every Nite
FUN

FUN

Eat, drink and be merry!
2300 Central SE
(across from Popejoy Hall)
CHANNEL 5
March 30, 7 p.m.
March 31, 2:15p.m.

Introductory Lecture

MALE HELP WANTED. Pnrt time now,
full time summer. Apply in person at nny
Dcr \Vicnerschnitzl'l. 4/1
JOllS ON SH:::ll;;;'S;;:'I~D""'en:::e.;fi,.,.ts-=-ln-c71u"'d""e-d7r-a~ft
exception, exc<.'lll'nt pay,
worldwide
travel, 2·5 months annual vacation, plus
r~ food, lodging and medicnl. Perfect
summer job of career. Send $1.00 !or details. SEA FAX, Bo" 1173-11!, DougJ!IS,
Arizona. 85607. 4-2

-

by DAVID FITCH

a teacher of

-

TRANSCENDENTAL MEDITATION

FREE TO GOOD HOME. Year old Coonhound. Haggins. 268-2674. 4/5
FHEB FEMALE CHOW, had shots. 6
months old. 1828 Alvnmdo N.E. 4/6
WE'RE DOING A STORY on bicycle ripoffs. I!i lrour"s J:mne 'l Contact. Pat or Sue
ut the Lobo, 277-4202. 3/30
GI<J1' Wl'l'H IT! Share your t.nl~n t with
otlw~. Submit your fit-lion, 110~try, art'vorl~, nntl lJhotogrn.phl-· to the ThunderbirO. Dt•adlinc--April 1, Room 205.
Journalism BuiJdin?.'. 3 ,-30

UNM STUDENT UNION THEATRE
WEDNESDAY MARCH 31, 8:00p.m.
'

STUDENTS INTERNATIONAL MEDITATION
SOCIETY

___

THUNDERBIRD EDITOR

5)

FOR S.\LE

1970 SUZUKI oflO, 4200 miles, $S25. I970
SUZUKI 90, with extra", $350. 19G8
Old:.mobile 4·i2, $1600. Offer-"! consiclered.
2H6-0321 after G 11m, 3/'30
-!Jl-t-gSSMAI\:I+;H. S-E·-',\~Vc-ci'-N-'Gc-n-1-A-C-H"'IN-B-.-C-os-t
8260.00 fiv~ Yl'ars RJ\'0, nskmr.- $00.00.
Black & sil\"er brocade dinner jnrhct. ·10
rov,ular, $25.01). 255·GDU9. 4/l
1067 TRIUMPH GT-G, A11!-n11 rndio, 4-~
lr.;u·k strrrotapr, 0(.>-W Micl1elin~. wire!
whrob, white. 290-4067. 4/1
'67 BUICK SKYLAUK. Fndory nir, power.
_M,';!"_~ '"orifice-~SI,l05. 242-0171. 4/l
_
lOR WATT GUITAR AMP (240 ponk.)
_(_'_o<><_~~ondit":"_ SIHO, 256-3125. 3/31
ABG 'l'V SI·~r..~r.~s rC'ronditioncd •rv·~ from
S25. TV repair. 242-l124, 414 4th N.W.
3/30

are now being accepted by the Board of
Student Publications. Forms may be
picked up in Journalism room 205 daily
between 8:00a.m. and 4:30p.m.

------

=----

'4R IN'rJ.:RNA'l'IONAI, hnlf-ton, 4 speed
Pit•kup truck, Ilt111H rrood. 242-1124, 414
4th N.W. 3/30

Deadline for applications: All fo,rms
must be returned to Journalism room 205
by 4:00 p.m. Friday, April 16, 1971.

University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106
RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)
5¢ per word if some ad runs five or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)
TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement

-----~-~-

CONSOJ,g 'rV $75. Also 1H59 Austin $150.
Both HPm~ in Jwod ronclition. Sl'e nt 409
Alto• N.g, 3/30

------· -----·-··

-

·-

ATTI•:NTION PHOTOGllAPHJmS I No
morr }uumlC's chnnrring Jllli>N' contrn.stj get
:t nf!'W ~xlO nll-mctnl ''tlnlJCl' snf~"~ 3
~h< 1 lV(tS, light pronf. Cor.t $32. now $20.
Cnll 247·2545. 3/30
1011 rrA11!Bmwi~nS.'Wh;;t:e? Fnoi:f'Tii·ili
HESTAUHANT noto.s from Popejoy
Hnll. 'rho latest in broiled food. Cnll 2GG0550 for ortlcra to rro. 7 :30 to 7 :30. o/5

CLASSIFICATIONS:
1. Persona Is
5. For Sale

2. lost & Found
6. Employment

3 Services
7. Miscellaneous

4. For Rent

INSERT THE FOLLOWING ADVERTISEMENT ---TIMES STARTING _ _ __

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!

NI·~W S'l'J·~RT·~0-(£\8Si·~·r•rJ~!iJ<;r:ouugu
PLAYI<JR with AM-l•1M multiplex rndio,
flt't,nrutc turntnblc nnd RPeal<cra. $1GO.H5
or low monthly pnymcnt"l. Unitrd I1'rcig-1tt
Snlcs, 3020 Snn Mntco, 011cm 0 to fl,
/10

NI<JW CO!IIPONI•;N'r SETS oomplele with
lnrs:tc nrofc>aRionnl .sct•ics Gm•rnL•d ehnntt·
ers. AM-!1,M multiplex stcroo.. rndio nnd
four Rpett.kcr syst~m with jael{S for llC':uJ.
act, htpcdC!elc 1\lltl mii<C!. $110.U5 or low
motJthly fln:Vmcnta. Unltc><l }t'rcight Snt~,
~20 ~~nn Mnlc"!"OJ>_on D lo U. 3-2!!.___
30 POH'l'ABLE TV'a. $30 to $60. 441
WYoming N.JD, 255-G987. 4/2

......-.-~~~~'--- ~---·~-- -.--~-·-----

1!171

SINGEH

SBWING

MACHINES.

1WV('r been tlst•<l. (7) fully <:iiiUhlPcd to
~jg.. zltJ.r, mnlw huttouhole~, c_te. 'rhis i!i n
fhst tim(~ ofrC"t' nnrl lhey wliJ go fast nt

$<10.UG nnicc('. We hove lhren1l('(l t}l('rn

for

you!•

immt'C':tioil.

United

-~-~~!~~' 3~~~~ Hn~-~-n~-~·--o~c_n_ !!__t~

l•"rcfr:ht
U. _:v~~~

II11.'ACHI 737 Alerm tnno rororclor. 7
~~,~~~:"__2kl. $14_1!._ 277-537L 4/G ----·-·-·
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NEW MEXICO LOBO
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Central at University·

EMPLOYMENT

.MISCELLANEOUS

FUN

OKIE'S

Lobo Hamburger Coach Mark
Sanchez has turned down an offer
by ABC to nationally televise
Saturday's Lobo-KUNM game.
"We like everyone at the radio
station," said Sanchez, "and
respect them professionally. We're
not going to allow them to be
embarrassed in front of 20 million
people."

SUBSIDIARY OF ALCOA needs two menunrt time now-full time summer-$90.
243-1313. 4/l

7)

I

--------

TERMS: Payment must be made in fullJ>rior to insertion of advertisement

,,

Selective Service Seminar

Fed Court Orders Nevada
To Reinstate Recipients

ENCLOSED$·----

PLACED BY _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

editorial.
Lawrence 1,
Seidler 0

. ,

It looks as if Armond Seidler,
former chairman of the health,
physical education and recreation
(HPER) department, may be lost in
the University bureaucracy. Despite
student support on his behalf to
retain Seidler as HPER chairman, he
is being replaced, apparently at the
whim of the dean of the College of
Education.
Richard Lawrence, dean of the
College of Education, refused to give
reasons for Seidler's dismissal, citing
instead a University policy whi.ch
states, " ... chairmen serve in any
college at the pleasure of the dean of
that college. This means, simply, that
chairmen may be replaced during a
term of office; also, they may
resign."
And it is understandable that the
University administration,
particularly Vice President for
Academic Affairs Chester
Travelstead, has upheld Lawrence's
decision and not requested further
details.
Lawrence was imported two years
ago and specifically groomed to
become the dean of the College of
Education. The deanship was
formerly held by Travelstead
himself, and since Seidler was HPER
chairman for 14 years, he served
under Travelstead. When Travelstead
resigned to become a vice president,

Seidler was named interim dean and
ironically sat on the committee
which selected Lawrence.
Lawrence has not chosen to make
his reasons for dismissing Seidler
public. We can understand that,
although it might now save Lawrence
some embarrassment and Seidler has
requested that the reasons become
public. But since Seidler did not have
the benefit of" a hearing and student
opinion on Seidler's performance
was not solicited, we wonder on
what grounds Lawrence based his
decision.
The University policy which has
facilitated Seidler's dismissal imperils
all department chairmen. They could
suddenly find themselves dismissed
for no apparent reason. It is
untenable that people at this.
University are subject simply to
another person's whim. We strongly
suggest the faculty undertake change
of this policy so another Seidler
incident does not take place.
Sarah Laidlaw

letters
Not Leading
To the Editor:
It amazes me that the
administration of our Pniversity
persists in leading by trying not to
lead. The parking problem has been
with us since cars were invented and
will stay with us for a while yet. This
is acknowledged by the
administration officials and yet there

is no published plan, no attempt to
publish its views or alternatives' to
this problem.
In this day and age of mass media
maybe the .University' should have a
public relations board as do most
important facets of government. The
Lobo is the closest form of mass
media that is available to the
students, faculty and administration.
By using the facilities available to the
University officials they could be the
outstanding leaders in solutions to
the noise and congestion car problem
on campus. But maybe they are
trying to lead by not leading?
As of Jan. 26, 1970, 18,586
parking permits have been issued to
fill the existing 4770 parking spaces
on campus. As yet the University
administration has not tried to swing
student or public opinion in its
direction. As yet the University
administration has tried but one plan
to solve the problem. As yet the
University administration is trying to
lead by not trying to lead.
John Cullinan

'I Have This Strange Feeling I'm Being Followed ... But That Couldn't Happen In America, Could It.. '?'

Legislative Internship Program Gains Acceptance
By SUE MAJOR
Although UNM's two legislative
·aides were at first viewed by some
I e gislators as little more than
glorified pages, the legislative
internship program now has
gained acceptance.
The program, begun this year,
placed a UNM student in both
chambers of the legislature as an
aide and researcher. The
internship project, under the
Division of Government Research
of the Institute of Social Research
and Development (ISRAD), was
funded by the UNM
administration.
UNM political science professor
Chris Garcia, who worked with
the program, admitted the
legislators "were not particularly
enthused" when first approached
with the idea. However, after
working with UNM's two interns
during the 60·day session
legislators became "very
favorable" toward the project he
s~d.
'
The two aides, graduate history
student Bill Pickens and
journalism major John Gilles,
called the job "an intense
educational experience."
Pickens, who worked in the
Senate, was sponsored by Senate
Majority Leader Tibo Chavez
(D·Valencia). Gilles was sponsored
by House Minority Leader

Thomas Hoover (R·Bern,).
Complex Work
''Initially there was a problem
because some legislators felt the
interns were nothing more than
high powered pages. But the wo1·k
became increasingly complex
especially in the middle of th~
session as the deadline for the
introduction of legislation
approached," Gilles said.

~

Bill Pickens

Duties of the two aides
consisted largely of research to
provide background information
and statistics supporting bills
before committee hearings.
''We provided statistical
information but it wasn't just a
matter of totalling figures. You
have to research to justify an
increase in a budget or a decrease
in another-you end up comparing
such seemingly worthless
information as the price of
typewriters now as compared to
five years ago," Gilles explained,
Gilles admitted to arriving in
Santa Fe "with most of the
preconceptions everyone has-the
smoke-filled rooms, money
changing hands, the fate of the
people being decided by a few
powerful men-but that's all
wrong.
"Despite the lack of money
(New Mexico legislators receive
$2 0 a day) and the lack of
training in the state for career
government types, we get
incredibly good people generally."
Pickens agreed with the
estimation of the quality of the
state's legislature, which overall is
rated eleventh in efficiency
nationwide.
Legislators Dedicated
''Almost to a man they're
pretty dedicated. Legislators are
subjected to enormous pressure. I

rarely agreed with what they came
out with but I respect them " he
said.
'
However, both interns
expressed disappointment over
some of the actions in the recent
session.
"In my opinion environmental
issues this time did not get very
fair treatment," Gilles said.
Pickens called the overall session

John Gillis

(The following was sent to Vice
President for Academic Mfairs
Chester Travelstead.)
I was chairman of a group of
graduate students who approached
you with a petition, signed by 67
graduate HPER students, concerned
about the requested resignation by
Dean (of College of Education)
Richard Lawrence of A.H. Seidler as
head of the department of HPER.
At that time you assured the
group that you were interested in
hearing the student's viewpoint and
informed us that either you or your
assistant, Hershey Julien, would be
in contact with me, as representative
of the group, in order to further
solicit information from involved
students.
Our meeting with you occurred on
Feb. 12, and as of this dat.e I have
received no further communication
from either you or your assistant,
Hershey Julien, regarding this matter
despite the fact that I am led to
believe that you have already made
your decision.
Sir, may I, as leader of the group
protest your action and further
suggest that your supposed concern
for both the viewpoints and
convictions of the 67 graduate and
224 undergraduate students, who
also presented a petition, and who
constitute a great majority of the

Please turn to page 4

NEV\1
IVIEXICO
Students Question Money
Used to Analyze Library
At an open hearing yesterday
students questioned a $30,000

consultants for consideration
included, the large number of

consultant firm scheduled to
analyze Zimmerman library.
About five students came to
the open meeting attended by 19
library staff members and
administration representatives.
The few students present at the
Faculty Library Committee
sponsored meeting asked librarian
David Kelley, why the money to
pay for the consultants was not
used for library improvements.
"The North Central Accrediting
Association said the library was a
weak point in the institution,"
said Kelley. "Their report
suggested a study of the library,
and I thought it would be the
appropriate thing to do. We don't
need a consultant firm to tell us
we need money, but long range
planning and program
coordination can come from this
study."
Chester Travelstead, vice
president for academic affairs,
defended the administration
decision to call in the consultants.
"We arranged for the library
survey so the next $30,000 could
be used with more effectiveness in
solving library problems."
The investigation will come to
UNM this April to organize the
study which will include
evaluation of reader services,
technical services, use of space
and money, library staff and
automation.
Student grievances gathered at
the hearing to be submitted to the

periodicals without going all over
the library, the need for an
undergraduate reading room and
exit signs for the stack area.
Travelstead answered students
that asked why more University
money could not be earmarked
for library improvements. "Some
of the departments at UNM are
housed in ratholes. Distributing
money is like handing out crusts
of bread to members of a hungry
family on welfare."
UNM was allocated about
$20.3 million; $3.5 million less
than the administration has said
would just keep the University
"where it is," and would not
allow for improvements.
One person at the hearing
questioned why the library had
two systems of book
classification. "Half of our books
are under the Library of Congress
system, and half are classified by
the Dewey decimal system. We are
trying to convert to one system
but the cost per book to reclassify
them all is from $2 to $2.50 per
book."
Most of the suggestions that
were offered to the Faculty
Library Committee
representatives at the meeting had
been aired before at a GSA
sponsored meeting with the
library staff last semester. This
time however, neither official
representatives from GSA or
ASUNM were present.

expenditure

Bema

"dismal."
"They killed all the major
anti-pollution legislation, the bill
to establish a statewide
kindergarten and a bill to prevent
political surveillance, And they
killed Senate bill 330 (which
would have made it illegal for any
New Mexico man to be drafted to
fight in an undeclared war). Then
they passed the Legislative
Universities Study Committee
continuation, which was just
ridiculous," Pickens said.
He said the volume of bills
contributed to the problem. ''The
volume of bills introduced was by
far the worst thing about the
session. I think they ought to have
a cutoff day for introduction of
legisation about the twentieth
day,
"The amount of legislation
introduced insures there is no way
they can give adequate attention
to even the major legislation."
Lobbies Powerful
Both interns also remarked on
the "enormous power" of
lobbyists in Santa Fe.
"There is tremendous lobby
power in this state, not because
the lobbyists strong-arm the
legislators, but because they are
intelligent, suave. They are widely
informed, always available,
flexible and willing to do

students in HPER in the largest
department of the College of
Education, be an absolute minimum
as is inferred by your total lack of
communication to these groups.
Peter Maud

Dean Lawrence should be continued
as dean of that college. Since all of
this appraisal was carried on after
Dean Lawrence notified Seidler on
Jan. 25 that he (Seidler) was not to
be continued as chairman of the
department of HPER after June 6,
(The following is Travelstead's 1971, it is obvious that the appraisal
answer to Maud's letter.)
did include faculty and
I am responding to your letter administrators' assessment of this
dated March 17 and to the petition action taken by Dean Lawrence.
which you and the other graduate Another way of putting it is that a
students submitted to me on Feb. large majority of the persons
12.
questioned and interviewed by me
I regret that I have not been able (well over 100 faculty members,
to get back to you sooner about the students and administrators, both on
matter you have been concerned and off campus), being fully aware
about, but it seemed to me necessary of Dean Lawrence's action
to finish the appraisal of the dean of concerning Seidler still
the College of Education before I recommended that he (Lawrence) be
could give you and the other continued as dean of the College of
students a definitive anser about the Education.
chairmanship of health, physical
Now that Dean Lawrence has
education and recreation (HPER).
accepted our invitation for him to
Between Feb. 9 and March 3 I continue as dean during 1971-72,
carried out at the request of Dean President Heady and I must and do
Richard Lawrence a rather support his prerogative to name
comprehensive assessment of his chairmen of the departments in that
performance as dean of the college. college, after he has consulted with
At the conclusion of that assessment tenured faculty members of the
and based upon the information department and others concerned.
obtained in my investigation, Therefore, we suggest that the
President Heady and I agreed that faculty of the department of HPER,

Editor: Sarah Laidlaw
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along with help from students,
identify and reeommend to Dean
Lawrence the appointment of a new
chairman who hopefully will have
the support not only of Dean
Lawrence but also of the faculty and
students in the department.
The general faculty of the
University voted last spring to
support the principle of well-defined
terms for department chairmen, in
the belief that some plan of periodic
review and rotation of chairmen is in
the best interest of the department,
college and University. Sinee that
time, most colleges on campus have
adopted a plan which would
preclude the same chairman serving
for more than eight or 10 years at
the most-no more than two terms
of four or five years each. In light of
this development at UNM and in the
spirit underlying it, it does not seem
to be unwise or indefensible to bring
about a change of chairman in a
department where the same man has
already served 14 years as chairman.
As I'm sure you and other
students must know, Seidler has
academic tenure at UNM and may
therefore continue here as a full
professor to teach and carry on
research, if he chooses to do so. And
I do hope he will stay at UNM.
I appreciate the concern whieh
you and other students have shown
in this matter, and I do implore you
to understand - if not agree to -the
action taken and support next steps
in the appointment of a new
chairman for your department.
In any case, I hope you will feel
free to discuss this matter further
with Dean Lawrence.
Chester 'l'ravelstead

The Stuttgart Bach Chorus and Orchestra will perform Mass in B
Minor Monday night in Popejoy Hall at 8:15. The world-renowned
company was contracted for UNM by the Cultural Program
Committee. Tickets at the Popejoy Hall box office run from $3.50
to $6.50.

Stuttgart Chorus

Blacks

New Africa

Republic's Capital Set Up in Mississippi
BOLTON, Miss. (UPI) --About
150 Neb'I'Oes, some armed with
rifles moved onto 20 acres of
pastureland Sunday under the
eyes of sheriff's deputies and
highway paf;rolmcn attd set up the
capital of the Republic of New
Aft•.ica.
"The U.S. govertun('nf. can
continUP to exist," said thcit·
leader.
M(lmbers of the Negro
separatist gl'oup met tirst at a11
abattdoltcd school building in tlw
Mt. Beulah community, thE"n

Wednesday, March 31, 1971

tmveled in a camvan of 18 cars
and n bus to thPir propet·ty six
miles north of Bolton.
"More than 100 years ago om
people were chased fl'Om this area
and we are back," said
dungareE"·c!ad Amari Obadele of
New Ol'ieans, prPsidenl of the
organization. While mePtings were
hE'ld on the property, about 25
members, armed with rifles, took
up positions 011 the rolling land.
1'lw Republic of New Africa,
founded iil Detroit in 1968, ·is

dedicated to creating a separate
Negro nation from sections of
Mississippi, Louisiana, Alabama,
Georgia and South Carolina. The
land near Bolton is to serve as the
capital.
A spokesman, Chokwa
Lumumba, said the capital would
pwbably be 11amed El Malik for
tht' late Malcolm X, the patriarch
of the new republic. He said
members would construct a
school building, a small hospital
and an executive office on the
property.

to
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missing books, inability to locate

Measures to Aid Handicapped
Senate tonight is expected to
hear three measures dealing with
ending problems of handicapped
students on campus.
The first measure, which
t'eccived a unanimous "do pass"
from Senate Steering and Rules
Committee Monday, asks Campus
Planning and Safety committees
to deal with four speci fie
problems of handicapped
students, including installing more
and better ramps to buildings aild
bar supports in rcstrooms,
opening the east door to the
bookstore and planning an
overpass fwm the main campus
over Lomas to the. Medical
complex.

In addition, the measure asks
Residence Halls Council (RHC) to
spend part of their allocation to
install ramps to dormitory
showers.
The second bill asks the
ASUNM Registration Committee
be allowed to distribute keys to
campus facilities to eligible
h a n d i c a p p e d s t u d e n ts at
registration.
Presently, handicapped
students must obtain needed keys
separately at buildings all over
campus.
The third measure request.s
$300 fot· reserved parking for
handicapped students at the Lobo
Arena.

